
Sermon Discussion Information 
 
Sermon Series: “Why We Gather: Growing a Community Devoted to God, Neighbor, and One Another”	
 
Sermon Title: “Poor In Spirit” 
 
Sermon Text: Matthew 5:1-11 
 
Listener’s Journey: I want my listener to learn that happiness flows toward those who resist material and 
ideological certitudes that often lead to separateness and welcome the humbling mystery of 
interdependent relationships with God and one another.  
 
Unique Quotes from Sermon: 
 
How are we to understand these beatitudes, you might be asking? These are not formulas for success or 
a way to find happiness so much as ways to see the world and live such that happiness finds us in all 
things, even in that which is unbearably difficult. For instance, today’s beatitude that helps us grow a 
community devoted to God, neighbor, and one another is Matthew 5:3: 3 “Blessed are the poor in spirit, 
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. 

 
The first of two thoughts here is “blessed are the poor in spirit”. “Blessed” here means “happy are you.” 
“Poor in spirit” is a little more complicated because of a few reasons. First, because on one level it can 
mean literally “poor” as in impoverished. The Gospel biographer Luke was the only other gospel writer to 
include the beatitudes, and he interpreted Jesus slightly different than Matthew. And, only included four 
of the eight beatitudes choosing to frame them more dualistically than Matthew. For instance: 
 

“Blessed are you who are poor, 
    for yours is the kingdom of God. 
 
24 “But woe to you who are rich, 
    for you have already received your comfort. 

 
Luke 6:20b; 24. NIV 

 
Matthew’s account of Jesus’ beatitudes holds a more open and wider horizon of meaning. He didn’t 
choose a stark compare and contrast framework. And, rather than just saying “Blessed are you who are 
poor” Matthew wrote that Jesus said, “Blessed are those who are poor in spirit,” a nuanced and larger 
meaning for sure.  

 
Thinking across the sweep of Scripture, to be poor in spirit can mean many things. It can mean that one 
is in the humble estate of being financial poor, and also it could mean one’s chosen life posture--as in 
choosing to be humble, not assuming to have everything figured out, able to let go of fear of suffering, or 
to be self-important. To be poor in spirit can mean that we avoid what America is known for—rugged 
individualism, and choose to be aware and find strength in being grounded with interdependence upon 
God and others for meaning and purpose.  

 
Those are some ways we can be poor in spirit, but there is one more big way to be poor in spirit. There is 
an ancient tradition of compassion, mercy, and justice in our faith that looks to the edges and bottom of 
society to understand and be in solidarity with the intrinsically poor in spirit who live in such spaces. And, 
in some cases we choose to live on the margins and the edges along with God’s special concern for all 
who are “poor.” This is why Jesus took alternative walking paths through criminalized neighborhoods and 
among people who were considered enemies to people in his religion of origin. And, it is why he touched 
the diseased and scheduled time to be at the healing pools where people with disabilities were dumped.  
 



In sum, the broader teaching of Scripture on who is poor in spirit is all of these things. So, how is it 
possible that happiness will come to those who are poor in spirit in these multitude of ways? 
 
To answer that we need to turn to the second half of today’s beatitude which is “For theirs is the Kingdom 
of Heaven.” In the Scriptures the “Kingdom of Heaven” is a broad construct built with the scaffolding of 
what Jesus described creatively through his own lived life, and dozens of parables and illustrations. It 
includes such big thoughts as grace, faith, hope and love. And, it is framed by very interesting thresholds 
such as these Jesus thoughts: 
 

“Unless you become like children you will never understand the kingdom of heaven”1 
 
“The kingdom of God is like the miracle of how organic matter grows, especially seeds because while 
it can start small in someone’s life, it can grow beyond our wildest imagination.”2 

 
“Wealth has a unique ability to blur our vision of God’s reality, so we need to be careful in the way we 
think about money.”3 
 
“The kingdom of heaven is like bridesmaids getting ready for a wedding…you have to work at it, but it 
is a party, so its worth it!”4 
 
“The kingdom of heaven includes good and the bad people, and it sifts the good and the bad…”5 
 

And there are dozens more aspects about the Kingdom of heaven that Jesus talked about--all that tell us 
that our Creator God is involved in the human experience and our choice to live out certain patterns and 
specific ways of thinking will help us realize more of God’s reality in our day to day lives. I say this 
because some of the time, our reality is not God’s reality, and we have to be awakened to God’s reality, 
and choose to live it.  
 
And, one pathway to awaken to the reality or kingdom of God is to be poor in spirit in our essence or by 
choice, or both. Because, Jesus seems to be saying here, that God and the kingdom of God flows toward 
those who are poor in spirit. Happiness flows to those who are grounded in a humble existence and live 
in solidarity with those who are poor in spirit. 
 
So, what does this look like in our day to day lives, and while trying to building a meaningful Christian 
community? It can mean thoughtful participation in the many and good programs that church’s like First 
Covenant’s homelessness shelter, early childhood center, free legal aid clinic, arts collective, and so on. 
But, if it is to be a way of life, and if happiness is to come to us in all facets of our day to day reality, than 
there has to be a larger idea behind Jesus’ teaching than church participation, or Christian religious 
activities for that matter. Being poor in spirit has to be a way of seeing all of life. 
 
Three Discussion Questions: 
 
1. How do you spend your time and money in relationship to the six themes discussed in the Harvard 

study? (“Community,” “Personal Transformation,” “Social Transformation,” “Purpose Finding,” 
“Creativity,” and “Accountability.”) (Personal sharing) 
 

2. Which of Jesus’ beatitudes do you most relate to? Least relate to? (Exploring the text) 
 
3. What is your personal journey in relationship to “being poor in spirit”? (Direct application) 
																																																								
1 Matthew 18:3. 
2 Mark 4:26-29. 
3 Matthew 19. 
4 Matthew 22 and 25. 
5 Matthew 13. 


